Greetings,

At the UGCC meeting on 4/28/06 the following items were addressed:

1. The Consent Agenda was approved unanimously. The following items were included in this agenda:

   a. adding COM 3045 Intercultural Communication to the curriculum
   b. changing prerequisites for CHE 3101
   c. changing prerequisites for CHE 4104
   d. changing prerequisites for CHE 4181
   e. adding MAE 3162 Compressible Flow to the curriculum
   f. adding MAE 3161 Fluid Mechanics to the curriculum
   g. changing graduation requirements in Aerospace Engineering
   h. changing graduation requirements in Mechanical Engineering
   i. changing prerequisites for MAE 4262
   j. changing prerequisites for MAE 4291
   k. changing prerequisites for MAE 3241
   l. changing prerequisites for MAE 4171
   m. changing prerequisites for MAE 4175
   n. changing prerequisites for MAE 4242
   o. changing prerequisites for MAE 4261
   p. adding BUS 3801 Cross-Cultural Management to the curriculum
   q. adding BUS 3802 Global Macroeconomic Issues to the curriculum
   r. adding BUS 4801 International Trade to the curriculum
   s. adding BUS 4802 Global Accounting & Tax to the curriculum
   t. adding BUS 4803 Global Financial Management to the curriculum
   u. adding BUS 4804 Business in the Western Hemisphere to the curriculum
   v. adding BUS 4884 International Business Practicum to the curriculum
   w. changing prerequisites for BUS 3501
   x. changing graduation requirements in Aviation Meteorology with Flight
   y. adding EDS 4060 Educational Strategies for ESOL to the curriculum
   z. adding EDS 4081 Content Area Reading to the curriculum
   aa. changing graduation requirements in Education Minor
   bb. changing graduation requirements in Biology Education
   cc. changing graduation requirements in Chemistry Education
   dd. changing graduation requirements in General Science Education
   ee. changing graduation requirements in Physics Education
   ff. changing graduation requirements in Earth/Space Science Education
   gg. changing graduation requirements in Mathematics Education
   (The approved forms have been sent to the Registrar.)

2. Changing the graduation requirements in Aeronautical Science with Flight was approved as part of the Consent Agenda but this is contingent on AVM 2401 being approved as a computer literacy course.
3. Adding PSY 4511 Honors Thesis to the curriculum was tabled with a vote of 9 in favor, 1 opposed and 2 abstentions. This course depends on the Honors Program in Psychology, which has not been presented to the Committee. There also was concern that additional credits of research were being added to the psychology curriculum so that a psychology major could potentially earn 21 credits of research. However, it was pointed out that this was a separate issue from approval of the course. Other concerns were the similarity between the proposed course and the existing PSY 4415, 4416 and the fact that there already is a PSY 4511 (Principles of Program Development and Evaluation).

4. Adding PSY 3500 Honors Seminar to the curriculum was tabled unanimously because this course also depends on the Honors Program. Another concern was the level of the course which would be open to freshmen as well as seniors.

5. Adding a new major, International Business, to the curriculum was approved with the condition that there be no GPA requirement, and the change of LNG 1301,2 Elementary/Intermediate Spanish 1,2 to LNG xxx1,2 Elementary/Intermediate Language 1,2 by a vote of 8 in favor, 1 opposed, and 2 abstentions. The GPA requirement and the mechanism for enforcing this requirement will be discussed at the next meeting. (The approved form has been sent to the Registrar.)

There will be a meeting of the UGCC Friday, May 5 to address the remaining items on the agenda:

1. Adding PSY 4511 Honors Thesis to the curriculum (Tabled)
2. Adding PSY 3500 Honors Seminar to the curriculum (Tabled)
3. Mechanism for adding a GPA requirement for the International Business major
4. Designation of AVM 2401 as a computer literacy (CL) course
5. Changing graduation requirements for Aviation Management with Flight
6. Changing graduation requirements for Aeronautical Science with Flight

Regards,
Clayton